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ENGINEERING INNOVATION IN DIGITAL MEDIA & COMMUNICATION

Media market is undergoing a major

shift.

The introduction of non-linear

content (OTT, VOD) has given

consumers more control over the

content they enjoy. Hyper360 is the

link between media mainstream and

virtual reality.

Hyper360 is connecting the use of

mainstream media with virtual reality.

Indeed, Hyper360 is preparing a full

set of end-to-end production tools

for augmented interactive 360 video,

while leveraging the ability to extract

Omni directional video preferences

(i.e., the viewing direction chosen), to

create a framework customization.

360 content offers a greater sense of presence and immersion and is

starting to be used in the media industry. Sky, BBC, NY Times are just a few

media players that have already started using it, while big ICT players like

Facebook, Google and Microsoft are investing heavily in it.

Hyper 360 will leverage 360 video, offering creativity to filmmakers to make

it interactive. The whole set of tools will be validated in pilot cases together

with the main broadcasters.

The Hyper360 consortium is made up of partners with many years of

experience in international research and digital solutions.

Hyper360 aims to introduce a complete solution for the acquisition,

production, improvement, delivery and consumption of an innovative free

viewpoint (FVV) video multimedia format for the OTT media industries.

- Increase the quality and immersive experience of 360 ° video

- Additional audiovisual features that bring together different types of

digital content

- New content through the fusion of modern formats (360 ° and 3D)

The project received co-funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

program - Contract no. 761934

APPROACH SOLUTION

RESULTS

PROJECT VALUE PROJECT TEAM

Innovation Research & Innovation

HYPER360: enriching media contents with 3D storytelling and personalization
A research project to improve 360 ° video content: a new frontier for engaging storytelling and targeted advertising



ENGINEERING INNOVATION IN DIGITAL MEDIA & COMMUNICATION

A rich catalog of games streaming 

directly from the home TV provides the 

entertainment service for the consumer 

market. 

Our client is a multinational company 

leader in the telecommunications 

industry with more than 50000 

employees, tens of milions of clients and 

more than 20 billion revenues. They 

undertook the task of innovating their 

offer of multimedia content and digital 

services with a proposal for cloud 

gaming. The result features a high-

quality user experience that can be 

enjoyed in streaming mode directly from 

home televisions.

Our team of experts supported the client 

in overcoming many of their biggest 

technological limitations, such as 

network latency, poor video quality and 

lack of adaptability of games to the cloud 

infrastructure. 

We helped integrate innovative products and services in order to complete 

the functionality of our product, including:

- A cloud-enabled gaming platform that provides fundamental and 

transversal functionalities produced by the Spanish start-up Playgiga. 

- Our application with Android TV OS for enjoying the catalog on the 

HDMI Set-Top Box device. 

- Our Cloud-farm infrastructure, with which we provide services to end 

users throughout Italy. 

- Gamepad gaming devices created with a Korean manufacturing partner. 

- End-to-end performance tests that ensure the response times required 

for a high-quality user experience.

Our partnership has resulted in positive results in terms of both technology 

and revenue sharing. Our service has supported our client in achieving their 

goal of consolidating the vocation of the convergent media operator and 

increasing the average monthly revenue obtained from each customer.

APPROACH SOLUTION

RESULTS

PROJECT VALUE PROJECT TEAM ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Innovation

Visibility

Telco & Media

Digital Solutions

Engineering D.HUB

Cloud

Playing On the Cloud
How to expand your portfolio of entertainment content and innovative services using digital transformation.



ENGINEERING INNOVATION IN DIGITAL MEDIA & COMMUNICATION

The digital services market is growing

steadily and many sectors are seeking

to ride this trend in order to provide

state-of-the-art services and attract

new customers.

These include mobile network

operators who are increasingly

approaching the digital services market

and creating synergies with skills and

resources already available to them. The

goal is to build stronger relations with

the end customer, providing a service in

step with the times that improves the

customer experience.

This is why we created our M-Payment

platform, a hub that manages sales and

payment processes for digital services

through the phone credit of the end

customer. Since it is integrated with the

main payment circuits, it enables and

speeds up end user transactions.

Our platform interfaces with the network/IT infrastructures of all operators

for the management of:

- Invoicing: compliance with Premium SMS technologies, VAS, WAP, direct

and in-application invoicing.  

- Supplying: compliance with the management processes of customers and 

of the user profiles requested by operators.  

- User authentication: continuous retrieval of the unique number

associated with a telephone contract through operator authentication 

mechanisms.  

- Messaging: interfacing with all operator protocols (UCP, MAM, SMPP, 

SPAI).  

In addition, content providers are connected directly to the M-Payment 

platform through which they can send requests for activation and payment 

of digital services.

Through our M-Payment platform we enable complete decoupling between

mobile operators and external suppliers with a service entirely run by 

Engineering for:

- 60 million pricing transactions per year;

- 2 million accesses to the payment pages each day;

The platform currently has 35 content service providers, but that number is

constantly growing.

APPROACH SOLUTION

RESULTS

PROJECT VALUE PROJECT TEAM ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Cost cutting

Process performance

Telco & Media

Digital Solutions

Cloud

Mobile Payments for Mobile Network Operators
M-Payment: the Engineering platform for digital micropayments adopted by some of the leading European mobile network operators.



ENGINEERING INNOVATION IN DIGITAL MEDIA & COMMUNICATION

Among the technologies capable of 

enabling digital transformation, 5G is 

certainly one of those for which there are 

greater expectations. According to the 

"MIT Technology Review" technology 

magazine, 5G is a "change of 

technological paradigm, similar to the 

transition from typewriter to computer". 

It will be a very complex system, which 

requires real-time management of 

resources based on a hierarchy of 

complex decision-making techniques 

that will analyze historical, temporal and 

frequency network data. 

Our Research and Development division 

is preparing to meet this challenge with 

the coordination of a project called "5G-

Media", which exploits 5G performance 

in the media industry for supporting and 

managing production, distribution and 

use of advanced digital content, such as 

that of virtual and augmented reality.

Our solution uses an innovative management of the cognitive network that 

involves the use of Machine Learning techniques to develop self-aware, 

self-configuring, self-optimizing, self-repairing and self-protective systems. 

A technology which is absolutely necessary for the management of a 

demanding infrastructure, but still needs further improvements in terms of 

scalability and flexibility. The introduction of "cognition" and 

programmability are necessary for ensuring the flexibility, reliability and 

automatic reconfiguration necessary to apply 5G to the media sector, but 

the management of the huge data traffic volumes, with different QoS 

requirements generated by a huge load of heterogeneous devices is still 

one of the main challenges of 5G technology.

5G-MEDIA aims to allow interaction between applications related to the 

media and the underlying 5G network for the development of functions to 

be implemented on a large scale, based on 3 well-defined use cases in the 

areas of:  

- 1. immersive media and virtual reality; 

- 2. intelligent production and user-generated content;  

- 3. Ultra High Definition over Content Delivery network.

APPROACH SOLUTION

RESULTS

PROJECT VALUE PROJECT TEAM ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Innovation

Visibility

Process performance

Research & Innovation Cloud

Cybersecurity

IoT

AR MR VR

5G: The network of the future
5G: the network that will enable numerous innovations, but the complexity of which requires advanced and avant-garde management methods for the underlying 

cognitive network.
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